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Monday, February 27, 2012 235aof lifetime changes with spatial localization. Here we describe an application of
FRET image analysis using the Rac and RhoA biosensors in which the specific
distribution of the sensor in a cell is important to establish its activation. Spe-
cifically we study cells in a 3D matrix in which the activation of the Rac and
RhoA biosensor could have a different distribution than in 2D. In order to
simultaneously measure several 3D locations we use a method in which we
measure FRET along a 3-dimensional line which encompasses different parts
of the cell. The measurement of the decay at each point of a 3D line can be
done very fast (in millisecond) potentially revealing the dynamics of the bio-
sensor at a time scale that is of particular significance for cellular reactions.
When the laser spot is moving along the line, we can also do measurements
at two emission wavelengths giving us the chance to compare the phasor-
FRET determination with the ratiometric method.
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FRET is a phenomenon where excited state energy of a fluorescent donor mol-
ecule is transferred, by a non-radiative dipole-dipole coupling mechanism, to
a nearby acceptor. Because the efficiency of FRET provides information re-
garding the distance separating the donor and acceptor, FRET is used to study
protein interactions in living cells. In conjunction with automated microscopy,
FRET can also be used to screen for drugs that perturb specific protein-protein
interactions. The utility of FRET, however, is limited by the possibility of both
false positive (caused by over expression and molecular crowding), and by false
negative signals (resulting from separation distances greater than 10 nm and
from very low dipole orientation factors). To overcome these limitations we
have developed Polarized Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (pFCS),
a single-molecule based method to characterize the interactions of proteins in
complexes. Using pFCS, Homo-FRET (a 1-10 nm proximity gauge), brightness
(a measure of the number of fluorescent subunits in a complex), and the lateral
diffusion coefficient (an attribute sensitive to viscosity, mass, and the shape of
a protein complex) can be simultaneously measured. With these measurements,
the interpretation of FRET can be rigorously constrained thus reducing the like-
lihood of both false negative and false positive interpretations. Standards con-
sisting of tandem covalently linked concatemers of between 1 and 6 Venus
molecules were used to validate pFCS in both solution and in cells. The utility
of pFCS was demonstrated by measuring differences in Homo-FRET, subunit
stoichiometry and correlation time between Venus-tagged CaM-kinase-II holo-
enzyme (a or b).
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Single molecule FRET (smFRET) has rapidly gained popularity because it can
provide unique information about biomolecular systems. In particular,
smFRET provides quantitative nanoscale resolution of dynamic molecular mo-
tions and multimolecular interactions, all for unsynchronizable samples that
may have multiple reaction pathways operating in parallel. As the experimental
capabilities of smFRET advance, this method has been applied to increasingly
complex biological systems. I will illustrate these complex system advantages
of single molecule FRET by presenting measurements of DNAmismatch repair
proteins MutS and MutL interacting with mismatched DNA. These proteins are
the initial sentries that detect single base mismatches and insertions/deletions
and activate repair cascades. We use smFRET to determine dynamic DNA
bending by MutS, concomitant conformational changes within MutS itself, mo-
tion of MutS scanning along DNA, ATP binding states that commit MutS:mis-
match DNA complexes to convert to sliding states used in signaling, and the
modulation of these MutS behaviors by interactions with MutL.
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Single-molecule FRET measurements contain information on conformational
dynamics because the rate of energy transfer depends on the distance between
donor and acceptor labels attached to a molecule. The output of such measure-ments is a sequence of photons of different colors separated by apparently
random time intervals. In addition, the delay time between laser pulse and
photon arrival can be recorded. To extract information from such raw data, it
is necessary to understand in detail all the complex microscopic processes
involved. We consider various quantitative methods to analyze sequences of
photons emitted by a molecule with interchanging conformational states.
Photon sequences with recorded interphoton times can be analyzed by maxi-
mizing the appropriate likelihood functions with respect to the parameters
of a model of the conformational dynamics. The consistency of the model
with the data can be checked by recoloring the photons trajectory and
comparing the predicted and observed FRET efficiency histograms. These
photon-by-photon methods are rigorous for both immobilized and diffusing
molecules. Binned photon sequences, in which only the numbers of donor
and acceptor photons in consecutive time intervals are recorded, can be ana-
lyzed by constructing FRET efficiency histograms or, alternatively, by analyz-
ing the whole sequence of photon counts using likelihood-based methods.
For the FRET efficiency histograms, we derive accurate multi-Gaussian
approximations without any adjustable parameters when the molecule has
multiple conformational states. For the whole sequence analysis, we provide
approximate likelihood functions for the binned photon sequences. It is shown
how these methods can be extended to include information from photon delay
times.
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By conjoining protein interaction domains, scaffold proteins form a framework
to organize signaling. Synaptic MAGUK scaffold proteins contain three PDZ
domains, an SH3 domain and an inactive Guanylate kinase (GK) domain,
which are connected by flexible linkers. We used single molecule fluorescence
to probe the structure of MAGUK proteins in their isolated ‘‘ground’’ state. We
found that the five domains partition into two independent units with relatively
fixed structures. From these findings, it is unclear how allosteric coupling
between the PDZ domains would be possible. Comparative structural analysis
showed a conservation of the PDZ domain organization but the differences
within the PDZ3-SH3-GK module. Surprisingly, we found no signs of confor-
mational heterogeneity, transitions or dynamics on the microsecond to second
timescale. These findings provide the first unambiguous assignment of domain
positioning in a full length scaffold protein.
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Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a powerful technique for un-
derstanding the structural fluctuations and transformations of RNA, DNA and
proteins. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide a window into the na-
ture of these fluctuations on a different, faster, time scale. We use Monte Carlo
methods to model and compare FRET data from dye-labeled RNA with what
might be predicted from the MD simulation. With a few notable exceptions,
the contribution of fluorophore and linker dynamics to these FRET measure-
ments has not been investigated. We include the dynamics of the ground state
dyes and linkers in our study of a 16mer double-stranded RNA. Water is in-
cluded explicitly in the simulation. Cyanine dyes are attached at either the 3’
or 5’ ends with a 3 carbon linker, and differences in labeling schemes are
discussed.
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Measuring in solution and utilizing the single-molecule advantage of fluores-
cence detection we established a toolbox to generate FRET-constrained struc-
ture models of biomolecules which can also show their heterogeneity and
flexibility. Our approach comprises seven steps: (1) Quantitative measurement
of FRET by multiparameter fluorescence detection of single molecules [1]; (2)
Rigorous analysis and error determination of FRET derived donor-acceptor dis-
tances by analyzing the photon distributions and time resolved anisotropies of
